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“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”

John Cavanaugh
out of running
By Scott Miller
Administration editor

Caitlin Bullis/Associate photo editor

The Jackson Avenue Coffee Shop on the square is making finishing touches before its opening on Friday.

Coffee shop provides ‘bar alternative’
By Maura Possley
City editor

Two Eastern graduates are
opening a new “bar alternative”
Friday for students and residents.
Jackson Avenue Coffee Shop,
708 Jackson Ave., is scheduled to
open Friday, after being under
construction since January. The
idea for the shop began when
owners Ryan and Dulcy Dawson
lived in Charleston and felt it
would provide a bar alternative
for students.
“We wanted to do it for five
years,” Ryan Dawson said
Wednesday. “We want to aim
towards the community but also
towards students.”
The coffee shop’s speciality
will be their full coffee bar and
desserts, but Dawson said they
will also offer bagels, muffins,
biscottis, scones and, for lunch,

sandwiches.
In addition, the shop has
couches,
chessboards
and
Dawson said a fireplace is being
built to make the atmosphere,
“very relaxed, very comfortable
and inviting.
“We want people to come in
here and whether they get one
cup of coffee or five, they can stay
as long as they want,” he said.
“They can study or whatever.”
Dawson said the couple also
intends to host poetry readings
and acoustic performances in the
shop.
No performances will be
scheduled until next semester,
but people who want to play are
welcome to bring in lyrics to the
shop and set up a show.
Despite its location on the
Square, Dawson is confident students will come to the new shop
because of the Panther Express.

Also, Dawson said because many
students
are
from
the
Chicagoland area, they are used
to traveling 10 minutes to get a
cup of coffee.
Dawson said they hope to get
the crowd that does not want to
go bars or who can’t drive to
Champaign.
A health inspector is scheduled to be at the shop Thursday,
and depending on how much
work will need to be completed
thereafter, Dawson said the
shop will be ready to open at 7
a.m. or 2 p.m. on Friday.
“We’ll be open on Friday,” he
said.
Normal business hours for
Jackson Avenue Coffee Shop will
be 7 a.m. to 10 p.m. on Monday
through Thursday, 7 a.m. to 11
p.m. Fridays, 8 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Saturdays and closed on
Sundays.

Eastern’s presidential search has
been narrowed down to two finalists. One of the three original finalists, John Cavanaugh, vice chancellor for academic affairs at the
University of North CarolinaWilmington,
told
the
(Charleston)Times-Courier
Tuesday he was out of the running.
Cavanaugh denied comment to
The Daily Eastern News on
Tuesday and didn’t return reporters’
phone calls Wednesday.
Also, despite its previous schedule, Eastern’s Board of Trustees said
in a press release Tuesday it would
not announce the new president at
its Monday meeting. Vicki
Woodard, university spokesperson,
said the item had been deleted from
the agenda.

The announcement was made at
Tuesday’s Faculty Senate meeting.
Faculty Senate Chair Bud
Fischer, associate biology professor
and member of the search committee, said the search is done under
strict confidentiality, so although he
is on the committee he does not
know what to expect.
“I’m just waiting to see how the
decision is reached,” he said.
On Wednesday, BOT Chair
Nate Anderson said the board
received unexpected news, which
Anderson denied to comment on,
that changed its plans.
Woodard said on April 19 that
the university was in contract negotiations with one of the candidates.
The board will meet with the
Presidential Search Advisory
Committee at 1 p.m. on April 29,
See CAVANAUGH Page 9

Davidson named Speaker
By Benjamin Tully

Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
“Yeah it’s going to happen anyThe
Student
way, but that doesn’t mean
Government will not supwe have to be a part of it,”
port a tuition increase,
said
senate
member
named a new speaker and
Dwight Nelson.
passed a motion to further
The tuition increase is an
enforce a diversity requireoption many Illinois
ment within senate.
Universities are choosing in
A request by interim
response to budget cuts by
President Lou Hencken for
the state after the recent
Student
Government
economic downswing.
Davidson
approval of the proposed 3.5
Senate member Bill
percent increase in tuition was reject- Davidson was voted new speaker of
ed in a meeting at 7 p.m. Wednesday the senate for next year.
in the Arcola-Tuscola Room of the
See DAVIDSON Page 9
Student Government editor

Nimtz has overcome many struggles, illnesses in quest for diploma
By Alta King
Features editor

She began her pursuit of a bachelor’s degree in 1992, and on May 4
Jennie Nimtz will finally achieve
her ultimate dream of graduating
college in the face of continual
health problems.
Nimtz, 28, has been stricken by
major health problems which have
prolonged the time she has devoted
to her studies at Eastern.
She has cerebral palsy, which
confines her to a wheelchair. She is
also legally blind, has two areas of
brain damage, a seizure disorder
and has pancreatic problems.
Nimtz, a senior health studies
major, also needs to be on oxygen
24 hours a day and has a long term
I.V. surgically implanted in her
chest.
Premature birth caused Nimtz’s

health problems. She was born
three months premature, and
weighed less than two pounds.
“My parents were told I wouldn’t live through the night, but I’m
still alive today,” Nimtz said.
Nimtz has had hepatitis this
year, and suffered a couple of respiratory failures in the past two years.
Throughout the ten years she has
attended Eastern, Nimtz has been
in the hospital 65 times and almost
died five times.
“My body is fragile, but I’m not
terminally ill,” Nimtz declared. She
is aware that she could die in the
next six months, or ten years, but
she doesn’t let that keep her down.
When the time came for Nimtz
to choose a college, her friends recommended Southern Illinois
University. However, the size of the
university bothered her, as did the
fact she would be known as a

number.
She looked into attending
Eastern and immediately liked the
class sizes, the faculty and everyone
else she met. Nimtz also liked how
close the buildings were to one
another. While attending Eastern,
she found support from everyone.
“I love Eastern. I have had so
much support from the president’s
office on down,” Nimtz said.
Nimtz lived in Ford Hall for
about seven years. She recalled a
time when officer Art Mitchell
from the University Police
Department helped her and her
friend, who is blind, walk from
Carman Hall to Ford.
The person who had walked
with Nimtz and her friend was
unable to walk them back, so she
had to call the police.
See NIMTZ Page 9

Submitted photo

Jennie Nimtz (left), shown here with interim President Lou Hencken, has
overcome several illnesses, and after 10 years at Eastern, she will
graduate May 4.
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Kim Hysler, a junior physical education major, jumps rope Wednesday evening at the “Can You Come Over to
Play?” stress workshop in the Effingham Room at the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.

Interns host stress relief workshop
By Alec Gleason
Staff writer

A group of interns hosted a
workshop in the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union on
Wednesday aimed at helping students relieve some stress before the
hectic week of finals begins.
“Can You Come Over to Play?”
hosted by Cara Pschirrer, a graduate
community counseling major;
Veronica Perez, a graduate clinical
psychology major; and Bree
Tramell, a graduate clinical psy-

chology major; was aimed at getting students to have some fun and
not let stress run their lives.
Pschirrer, Perez, and Tramell,
who all work at the Counseling
Center, made sure the workshop
had all the necessities of killing
some pre-finals week stress.
“We have set up stations with
chocolate, board games, bubbles,
twister, jump rope, Play-Doh and
finger paints,” Pschirrer said . “The
chocolate helps with your mood,
the games and jump rope help provide exercise, and the art is a form

of art therapy, all of which help
reduce stress.”
Stress inventory tests were also
conducted to measure a student’s
current stress level. With this information, students could consult a
handout and find out how they can
reduce their level of stress.
“I really enjoyed my time at the
workshop,” said Beth Felthous,
freshman family and consumer science major. “I found out that I have
a lot more stress in my life than I
thought, now maybe I can find a
way to get rid of some.

mostly
cloudy
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72˚
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Artwork on display at Burl Ives Art Studio Thursday
By Caitlin Prendergast
Activities editor

“Figure This...,” a one-day
viewing of new paintings from
emerging undergraduate artists,
will be on display from 5 p.m. to 8
p.m. Thursday in the Podesta
Gallery at the Burl Ives Art Studio
Hall, located on campus at the corner of Johnson and Ninth streets.
The show will consist of four
students’ works from last semester,

which will provide “an interesting
way to work with the figure” and
will “illustrate the high level of
work that is coming out of the
painting program,” said Chris
Kahler, assistant professor of the
art department, in a press release.
Art majors from Kahler’s classes, including senior Natalie Brown,
senior Jessica Robers, junior Ryan
Vila and senior Kim Wallace, will
have their art on display.
Brown’s work this semester

explores the complexity of psychology and its relationship with the
figure, the press release stated.
Robers’ and Wallace’s works
focus on the nature of relationships, while Vila offers an entertaining spin on contemporary pop
culture and influences of comic
books.
The end-of-the-semester show
was organized by the students, and
they were also responsible for publicity, hanging the show and host-

ing an opening reception.
“I enjoyed working with this
group of students and each, in their
own way, have made a lot of
progress this semester,” Kahler said
in the press release.
“They have all worked extremely hard and I think everyone will be
impressed with their high level of
quality.”
The event is free and open to
the public, and refreshments will be
served.
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International Tea promotes ‘Celebration of Education’
By Caitlin Prendergast
Activities editor

The last International Tea of the semester will
commence at 2 p.m. Thursday in the Grand
Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
The theme of the tea is “Celebration of
International Education,” and it is sponsored by
the international studies program and the
Faculty Senate, said Sue Songer, international
student advisor.
At 2:30 p.m., refreshments will be served, and

international students will perform cultural acts,
including music and dancing.
Anuj Bhandari, a pre-business major from
Nepal, will play the guitar and sing, Songer said.
Also performing is Priya Nair, an MBA graduate student from India. Nair will dance a traditional Indian dance.
Jaime Ortiz, a Spanish major from Mexico,
and Rudina Xhaferri, a political science graduate
student from Albania, will also dance together.
A distinguished alumnus from Taiwan will
also be at Thursday’s tea. Huang Chenku, who
attended Eastern from 1975 to 1976, will be in

Charleston as the guest of retired professor Paul
Overton.
Chenku is the president of the National
Kaohsiung Normal University in Taiwan, and
Songer said she is “very pleased” to have him
back.
In addition to these events, Sandra
Beauchamp-Karns, an English as a second language instructor who is leaving Eastern, will be
honored.
Songer said the “Celebration of International
Education” will be “very informal, and a lot of
fun.”
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Groundbreaking for health
services building is today
By Melissa Nielsen
Campus editor

Construction workers will break ground for the
new Human Services building at 11 a.m. Thursday,
though construction will not begin until this summer.
The building will be located in the Thomas Hall
parking lot between Klehm and Thomas halls. The
building will consolidate four different departments,
including Health Services, the Counseling Center
and Career Services on the first floor and the communications disorders and sciences department’s
speech, language and hearing clinic on the second
floor.
Construction is set to begin this summer, but Jill
Nilsen, vice president for external relations, said
Wednesday the ground breaking came early so
everyone could celebrate the new building.
“We wanted to give students the opportunity to
actually see the ground break on the new Human
Services Center,” she said.
The original location for the building was an

expansion on the existing Health Services building at
Seventh Street and Hayes Avenue, but that structure
will have to be demolished along with the counseling
center to make room for the expanding Doudna
Fine Arts Center, Jeff Cooley, vice president for business affairs, said Wednesday.
“We felt this was the most convenient location for
the students,” he said. “This spot is centered where
the students’ population is located.”
Cooley estimated cost for the building at $6.7
million, but bids will be taken until the architect puts
finishing touches on the blueprints.
Because the building will take up most of the
parking in Thomas parking lot, plans are underway
to expand the S lot across from Thomas over the
summer.
Interim President Lou Hencken, Student Body
President Hugh O’Hara and four representatives
from the relocated departments will be present at the
ground breaking and free refreshments will be
served.
“It’s due to their generous support through their
fee dollars that this building is possible,” she said.

Mertz’s defense team granted evidence
By Maura Possley
City editor

The defense’s motion for evidence in the capital murder trial of
former Eastern student Anthony
B. Mertz was granted at a pretrial
hearing Wednesday.
Circuit Court Judge Dale A.
Cini approved the defense’s
request to receive evidence from
the prosecution in the case against
Anthony B. Mertz. Mertz, 26, is
charged in the June 12 murder of
Eastern
student
Shannon
McNamara.
Cini set a chain of command
for the evidence as requested by
State’s Attorney Steve Ferguson.
The evidence will go directly from
the prosecution to the defense’s

experts, not passing through the
defense, to examine and run DNA
tests on items from Mertz’s apartment, fingerprints and other physical evidence.
Previously, the defense was
denied access to the evidence
because there would not be
enough time for it to be examined
by the deadline of two days prior
to the start of the trial. However,
Wednesday’s request was granted
since the start of the trial has been
delayed to Sept. 30.
Defense attorney David
Williams of Fairfield was present
at the hearing for the first time
since Cini’s appointment of him
on April 18. Cini appointed
Williams from the Illinois Capital
Litigation Trial Bar, a special section of the state Supreme Court

that certifies attorneys to work on
death penalty cases.
Williams was hired after a
request by Paula Phillips, Mertz’s
lead attorney, to aid Phillips and
public defender Lonnie Lutz with
the workload of the case. Williams
said Wednesday the defense has
taken a division of labor for the
workload, Phillips will work on
the trial while Williams works on
the mitigation.
In additon, Cini approved
prosecution witnesses that were
filed on April 1. Those witness are
John Bradley Adams, Keri Lynn
Guillory, Patricia Conrad and
Curtis Huckeby.
After the hearing, Mertz and
the defense met with Cini to discuss possible experts to analyze the
evidence.

Caitlin Bullis/Associate photo editor

Jo-Anne Evans Coleman, vice president of academic and student affairs at
Northwestern Health Services University, answers questions that Eastern faculty asked Wednesday afternoon in Lantz gymnasium

Coleman addresses need to
unite students and teachers
By Avian Carrasquillo
Administration reporter

In an open session meeting, the final
candidate for dean of the College of
Education and Professional Studies
addressed questions from faculty
including how to bridge the gap
between academic departments.
Jo-Anne Evans Coleman, vice president for academic and student affairs
of Northwestern Health Services
University in Bloomington, Minn., visited Eastern Tuesday and Wednesday
to interview for the position.
“There needs to be an open dialogue
among the constituencies that have
issues. I don’t mind being a facilitator of
that dialogue,” said Coleman.
Eastern’s teacher training program
initially tempted Coleman with the
idea of leaving her home state of
Minnesota, which she has resided in for
the past 25 years before coming to
Illinois.
“One, it has a constructable model
for its teacher training program,which
is in my assessment one of the top three
in the country, which lends itself for
expansion from common space to college. Secondly, my daughter has applied

to be a student here and we have a pact
whoever leaves Minnesota first will follow,” said Coleman.
After having a chance to tour
Eastern and speak with faculty,
Coleman sees a need to work on faculty relations.
“One thing for sure is the need for
relationship building. There’s too
much to work on in a campus this size,
which certainly is a flagship college
with educational and professional
studies. It starts here with tight discipline and cooperation within departments to break down the us vs. them
mentality,” said Coleman.
Three other candidates have
already interviewed for the position
earlier this month. The first was
Barbara Livingston Nourie, associate
dean for teacher education at Illinois
State University who visited on April
7 to 9.
David England, dean of the
College of Education at Western
Michigan University in Kalamazoo,
interviewed from April 15 to 17.
Charles Rohn, chair and associate
professor for the department of educational administration at Eastern, interviewed from April 21 to 23.

The Ladies of

Alpha Gamma Delta

A D V E RT I S E !

would like to congratulate

Nick Lundin
of Sigma Pi
on becoming our new

Alpha Gam Man
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Long years of
service
ecent developments surrounding the
naming of a new president continue to
feed the sentiment for keeping Lou
Hencken in the presidency.
Hencken, who has served as interim president
since last summer, has committed his career to
Eastern, given over 30 years of service to the university he loves.
A positive attitude
President Hencken
and a goal to improve
almost done
Eastern’s overall offerPositive attitude and long history ings have helped
going to be hard to replace.
Hencken lead this university through one of
the toughest times it has had.
He entered the president’s office with the most
experience of any of the vice presidents, and used
that experience to bring more stability to the office
and the administration as a whole, and to increase
enrollment for the coming year.
“I thought this year we need to turn this whole
thing around,” Hencken said about the university’s
enrollment crisis. “When I walked around campus I
felt (the enrollment drops) were having an effect on
the psyche of the people here.”
And, in a year of extreme state budget cuts,
Hencken tried to keep costs down for students as
long as possible, and tried to keep the proposed
increase as low as he could. Many students at other
universities are facing up to 18 percent in increases,
while Hencken has proposed an 8.5 percent
increase for Eastern.
Hencken’s plans after being president are
unknown currently. When a new president is
named, it is likely that Hencken will leave Eastern
behind, at least professionally. Hencken has said he
and his wife are currently looking for winter homes.
He has said, however, that he would still be around
campus.
Let’s hope so. Hencken has provided a sense of
stability and caring to Eastern for many years, and
he will be sorely missed.

R

editorial is the majority opinion of The Daily Eastern News
editorial board.

Beware of Project 21

on’t do it.
Do not send a significant chunk of your
summer wages back
to Charleston.
If you are an underage drinker
you should stay away from the
bars. As the number of days left
in the semester dwindles, so too
Pat Guinane
does the opportunity to raid the
bars.
Senior reporter
Project 21 last reared its ugly
head the Friday before spring
break. The raid resulted in 18 alcohol-related arrests and 56
alcohol violations.
Don’t be surprised if the state-led task force or perhaps
local police conduct one last revenue-boosting bar raid this last
week of school.
No one wants to return to Charleston in late May only to
fork over a few weeks’ pay at an early morning court date. So,
while I don’t encourage underage drinking, I do encourage
underage drinkers to stay away from local watering holes these
last few days of school.
It’s unfair that these minors — many of whom have frequented the bars all semester — should be separated from
their older friends. But fair treatment is a luxury reserved for
those abiding by the law and Charleston’s alcohol laws aren’t
minor friendly.
And those laws won’t be changing anytime soon. Eastern
students don’t vote in local elections and town government is
well aware of that fact.
So if you’re a contentious minor, your consumption should
be limited to the most secure of locales your last few days in
Charleston. House parties can be just as stimulating as the
local bars and they give you the opportunity to savor the frothy
texture of brews such as Ice House and Keystone. You won’t
find such delicacies at Charleston taverns.
While house parties don’t give you the opportunity to fraternize with your favorite bartenders, there is always that guy
who stands near the keg all night. He’ll make sure all the
women get a refill before you, but at least you don’t have to tip

Don’t judge people
before knowing them

■ The

Today’s quote

“

To get others to come into our ways of thinking,
we must go over to theirs; and it is necessary to
follow, in order to lead.
William Hazlitt,
1778-1830

The Daily

”

Eastern News

“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”

I happen to be a person who is
extremely obnoxious and I run into a lot
of confrontations. I am talking about
times when I am at a party, I’m trying to
make people laugh, but there are people
who disapprove. At those times I can’t
help offending somebody in some way,
and the people put labels on me in a
group without knowing who I am.
Keeping this in mind I opened up the
paper on April 5 to read an editorial by
Stephanie Ernst entitled, “Hidden
Homosexual Prejudice Still Apparent,”
that was almost completely about a conversation I was having with a friend just
a couple days before. She put people
having different preferences from her
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him.
Just like the bars, house parties
often have live entertain“As the end of the
ment. But, just like the bars, if
road approaches, you go to the same house
don’t be caught
enough you’ll be sure to hear the
stumbling upon it same band play the same cover
song enough times that you’ll
with a brew in
start to question the existence of
hand.”
creativity.
While these house parties —
these wonderful bar alternatives
— do offer sanctuary from statefunded task forces, they are not without their pitfalls. During
the last weekend of September the Charleston Police raided
four parties, and distributed more than 100 alcohol violations.
Luckily, such raids haven’t been a weekly occurrence, but I
have a hunch that perhaps locals lose their tolerance for college
students around this time of year. Last year my friends had
ridiculous parties from August all the way until the end of
April. There would be times when the Panther Express would
drop off full bus loads of party goers, which was the only time
I actually thought the $10.90 I pay for the bus each semester
might actually be reasonable. (I give senate members credit for
trying, but I hope they have enough shame not put that blue
monstrosity on their resumes.)
So anyway, these parties went on all year without much
police intervention, but the Friday after finals the cops showed
up. A small contingent of us who were still in town were
drinking on the porch and apparently the level of our stereo
landed us a noise violation.
Somehow the band that played there two weeks earlier
hadn’t warranted any attention from the police, but I suspect
things change when finals end. I should know after four years.
As the end of the road approaches, don’t be caught stumbling upon it with a brew in hand. Leave Charleston, without
a fine and a court date. The money you saved will be well
spent on late August trips to Gateway and East Side.
■ Pat Guinane is a graduating journalism major and this is his
last column for The Daily Eastern News. His e-mail address is
pjguinane@eiu.edu. Columns are the opinion of the author.

Your
turn
Letters to the editor
into a group and then beat them with
her moral compass. In this way she is
becoming the bigot she so vehemently
accuses us of being.
She said people like me did not like
to see two men kissing on TV. She not
only said that we were bigots but we hid
our bigotry behind a “veil” of political
correctness. First of all, stating a preference cannot be bigotry because I am not
stating any facts. I am not saying I hate
them for doing it but just stating that I
don’t prefer to look at it. If I see two men
kissing on TV and I turn it off, it’s not
because I hate them but because I have

no connection with their lives. This is
something that many people will tell you
that are drastically different from you.
Another thing that will probably help
you in your travels is to not hear one sentence out of someone’s mouth and
believe that you know all about them.
You and I both know this is not how we
get to know each other. If you did know
me you would know I do not hide
behind things and this happens to be
something that is common sense to all
the friends that know me.
Lastly, people who critique what I say
don’t offend me but I feel sad that someone with your level of intelligence and
grasp of the written word can have such
a loose grasp on real life.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR – The Daily Eastern
News accepts letters to the editor addressing local,
state, national and international issues. They
should be less than 250 words and include the
author’s name, telephone number and address.
Students should indicate their year in school and
major. Faculty, administration and staff should
indicate their position and department. Letters
whose authors cannot be verified will not be

Send letters to the editor via e-mail to slgustafson@eiu.edu

Ryan Fitzgibbons
junior, English major
printed. Depending on space constraints, we may
have to edit your letter, so keep it as concise as
possible. Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern
News at 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL 61920;
faxed to 217-581-2923; or e-mailed to
slgustafson@eiu.edu.
EDITORIALS – The Daily Eastern News prints
editorials that reflect the majority opinion of The
Daily Eastern News student editorial board.
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Chosen by the outgoing editorial board of The Daily Eastern News, Lou Hencken has had the most positive
impact on Eastern’s campus over the course of the past school year.

Person of the Year

Lou Hencken guides university through tumultuous year
Career at Eastern
began over
30 years ago

Enrollment, cooperation high
points of year as president
By Joseph Ryan
Senior reporter

By Joseph Ryan
Senior reporter

Lou Hencken always smelled like
fish and chicken on the way home
from work in East St. Louis.
Despite the embarrassment he
felt on the bus ride home, Wilson
Poultry and Fish Company was the
best thing that ever happened to the
now-interim president of Eastern.
“It was the type of thing where I
said ‘I do not want to do this for the
rest of my life,’” the son of a furniture
store owner said. “I knew that was
not what I wanted, and I worked
with people who for them, it was a
full-time job.
“It caused me to work that much
harder at school. It was a great experience.”
At the time, Hencken was a graduate of Belleville High School and
was attending Southwestern Illinois
College.
The future veteran of student
affairs wanted to be a teacher then.
After earning his associate’s
degree, Hencken, the first of his
family to be college-bound, chose
Eastern above Western Illinois
University and Illinois State
University, the only other universities he applied for.
He choose Eastern because of its
smaller size and good reputation, just
some of the traits Hencken cites as
reasons for his career of more than
three decades at the university.
Rules were strict at Eastern in the
mid-60s when Hencken was an
upperclassman. Women had to be in
by 10:30 p.m. on weeknights and by
1 a.m. on weekends.
“The university got really liberal
when it let girls stay out till 2 a.m. on
Homecoming Weekend,” he said.
There weren’t as many bars in
Charleston back then, and the
drinking age was 21. Hencken, a Baverage student and a Thomas Hall
food service employee, claims he
didn’t participate in the “keggers”
held in farmer’s fields outside of
town.
Teaching didn’t last long as one of
Hencken’s desires. A stint in student
teaching showed him it may not be
for him because of the heavy workload he had.
“I thought ‘I don’t know if I want
to do this’,” he said.
One thing he did know, however,
was that he wanted to, in his own
way, “make a difference” in people’s
lives.
A flyer announcing openings for
residence assistants gave him an idea
about how to accomplish that without being a teacher. As a graduate
student of education/guidance and
counseling in 1967, he applied and
got it.

File photo

Eastern’s interim President Lou Hencken is joined by Vice President for
Academic Affairs Blair Lord in moving books back into Booth Library after
renovations were finished in February. Hencken has been serving as president since August 2000.
“I thought, well, maybe I want to
go on and be a guidance counselor,”
he said about why he was attracted to
being an RA. “I thought this is
where I could really make a difference.”
Hencken knew he was on the
right track in student affairs because
of the sense of accomplishment he
felt after helping some of the men on
his floors in Douglas and Stevenson
stay in school.
“They were thinking about dropping out of school and things like
that,” he said. “And I really felt I
helped them make the right choices.”
That feeling of “making a difference” finally nudged Hencken on the
path to being a resident director,
assistant director of housing, director
of housing and vice president for student affairs. Ultimately he would
lead the university as interim president, calming Eastern during a time
of internal turmoil.
He had other options though. As
assistant director of housing, a
“major hotel chain” offered Hencken
a position. But that was too “corporate” for him.
In addition, Hencken had a
chance to join the Air Force, take a
position at Miami University of
Ohio or vice presidential positions at
other universities. Regardless, he
stayed with Eastern.
“I liked the size, I liked the people,” he said of Eastern “A lot of people here are like me, they came for
three or four years and they’re still
here.
“It’s the people who work here.
For a lot of faculty and staff it’s more

than their job, it’s their life. It is
those people that devote that extra
time and do the extra things that
make this a great institution.”
Through it all, Hencken enjoyed
his positions because he was helping
students. In the Housing Office during the 1970s and ’80s, he worked to
expand visitation hours and dining
center options. He also helped get
residence halls equipped with phone
and cable lines students could bring
in phones and televisions and rent
Microfridges for the then-barren
dorm rooms.
He said he tried to spread a philosophy throughout the residence
halls of making them places “students wanted to live.”
“Attitude is contagious,” he said.
As vice president for student
affairs, Hencken also found happiness in making a difference in students’ lives.
“I remember the first day of classes, seeing a young man sitting out in
front of the Records Office... he
looked lost, completely lost,” he said.
“I sat down and said ‘how are you
doing,’ he said ‘man, I feel completely overwhelmed.”
Hencken then took him to get his
classes and sent him on his way.
“After that I would periodically
see him around campus... and as I
was sitting at commencement I
remember as he crossed the stage.
“My favorite day of the year is
graduation day,” Hencken said with
a pleasant, reflecting smile. “When I
see those students walk across the
stage I know that somebody here
made a difference in their lives.”

When interim President Lou Hencken held his first meeting
with his vice presidents in August of 2000, he laid the basis for how
decisions would be made under his watch — what’s the best decision
in the interests of the university and what is in the best interests of the
students.
It is that attitude and philosophy that has turned Eastern on its
head, made it a better university for students as well as faculty and
made a life-long veteran of student affairs a successful university president.
Through his term as interim president, Hencken pulled the campus community together after a year of bitter faculty salary negotiations and several years of decreased enrollment.
As Hencken begins to make way for Eastern’s next president,
freshman applications for next year are at an all time high, the administration, faculty and staff seem to be “rowing in the same direction,”
and the university’s image, both locally and nationally, is continuing
to grow.
And through it all, the interim president has been able to slash the
university’s budget at the state’s demand and help prepare Eastern for
a financially dismal future.
“I thought this year we need to turn this whole thing around,”
Hencken said about the university’s enrollment crisis. “When I
walked around campus I felt (the enrollment drops) were having an
effect on the psyche of the people here.”
Upon taking the President’s Office, Hencken set a goal of 250
more students for this coming academic year. To do that, he pulled
resources together to hire more recruiters and made use of new publications produced under President Carol Surles.
“Now I see a whole lot of people walking around saying ‘this is
good, we’re popular again.’ Well, we always were popular,” Hencken
said. “It’s like there is something really special about being able to say
we are closing admissions.”
Perhaps the most non-tangible change Hencken has accomplished,
is the university’s new, and much needed, cooperative atmosphere.
Through the eight years Hencken served as vice president for student affairs, he said he would often witness a “silo mentality” among
the vice presidents.
“I saw a lot of vice presidents looking out for what was in the best
interest of their area and not necessarily what was best for the university,” he said.
So when Hencken held President’s Council meetings, he worked
to get all the areas to think in terms of “the best interests of the university.”
“That is why when we got down to making the budget cuts...you
had cooperation,” he said. “So that you had Jeff Cooley (vice president for business affairs) saying ‘I understand that having classes for
students the second semester is more important than painting the
second floor of Old Main even though it does need to be painted.”
This fiscal year, Eastern was asked to give back $2.3 million to the
state because of dwindling tax revenues during a nationwide recession.
“We were able to survive the budget cuts,” he said. “And I don’t
think many people on campus felt it.”
The cooperation among vice presidents and the new attitude in the
President’s Office has “filtered down” to faculty, staff and students.
But Hencken has also made a difference outside of Eastern’s campus.
He has made numerous trips to Springfield to talk about Eastern
and inform legislators about all the benefits the university brings to
the state. He also took an unprecedented trip to Washington D.C. to
lobby for federal funds and promote Eastern’s work.
In addition, his Presidential Cabinet of area business and community leaders has been convening to spread the word locally about
Eastern’s accomplishments and goals.
One thing is for sure, Hencken has not looked at his interim presidency as a “caretaker” position. He has continued to not only move
Eastern forward, but to bring it together.
Hencken isn’t on the list of the Board of Trustee’s choices for the
next president. And he won’t confirm if he had applied or not.
Regardless, Hencken and his wife, Mary Kay, are currently looking for winter homes in Clearwater Florida, South Carolina and
Arizona.
“You’ll still see me around the Rec center and on campus,” he said.
“But you might not recognize me cause I’ll be wearing short pants.”
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Language affects diversity Opening of library
By Brad Tammaro

said.
The other three panelists touched on
diversity in culture and race.
“I am fair-complected, but when I
speak, my accent is considered a threat,”
Semanti said.
Some brought up how Sept. 11
changed American attitudes on diversity.
“I thought I understood diversity, but
now I am confused. America is supposed
to be a ‘melting pot,’ but I don’t feel it. I
am Palestinian and after the Sept. 11
attacks, I didn’t feel American. People
looked at me different because of my
heritage; I felt like it was wrong for me to
feel sadness or remorse,” Elmunti said.
Panelists spoke on the definition of
diversity.
“Diversity is a funny word.‘I’ll know it
when I see it’ is a good way to describe it
for some. We need to present an environment that will allow people who are
diverse in many different areas to feel
comfortable,” Jones said.

Staff writer

Speakers at the women’s studies minor
program’s first discussion debated the
definitions and impacts of diversity in the
Charleston/Mattoon Room of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
Janet Marquardt, women’s studies
minor coordinator, led a panel in a discussion about defining what diversity is.
The panel consisted of Daiva Markelis,
English professor; Mehdi Semanti, speech
communication professor; Johnetta Jones
of the Office of Minority Affairs; and
Nida Elmunti, biological sciences professor. Each discussed their own ideas and
experiences on diversity.
Markelis concentrated on linguistic
diversity and its effects on America.
“There are many languages being
Caitlin Bullis/Associate photo editor
spoke in America today. It is believed by
Daiva Markelis, an English professor at Eastern,
some that speaking English makes you a
talks about linguistics and diversity Wednesday
evening in the Charleston/Mattoon room of the citizen. If you speak another language,
you are considered a threat,” Markelis
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.

RHA to present awards, give recognitions
By Benjamin Tully
Student Government editor

The Residence Hall Association will
present scholarships, awards and recognition to university housing dwellers and
staff Thursday evening at the old
Pemberton Dining Center.
RHA President Kevin Leverence said
the RHA will give awards to the hall with

the best attendance at RHA meetings, the
RHA Member of the Year and RHA
Rookie of the Year.
Recognition will be given to Douglas
Aldrich, the resident director of Lincoln,
Stevenson and Douglas, for his two years
of commitment and advising to the RHA.
Two scholarships, the Brad Wright
Scholarship and the Sean McKinney
Scholarship, will be awarded for outstand-

ing contributions to the community, on
campus and in university housing.
“Every year RHA awards service pins
to award members of RHA who went
above and beyond their duties...someone
we could always rely on,” Mariah MartinDooling, vice president of RHA, said.
The executive board as a whole decides
who is awarded the pins and up to five are
awarded each year.

Yo u n g s t o w n

345-2363

Cambridge and Nantucket
AROUND THE CURVE ON SOUTH 9th STREET ACROSS FROM CHURCH

Make a Viewing
Appointment Today!

Alpha Phi would like to Thank
Bob Frederickson of Sigma Pi
for being a
wonderful sweetheart!
Α ΑΦ ΑΦ ΑΦ ΑΦ ΑΦ ΑΦ ΑΦ ΑΦ ΑΦ

Alpha Phi would like to
congratulate

Sean Smith of
Sigma Phi Epsilon for being
our new sweetheart!
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and food court
entrances uncertain
By Melissa Nielsen
Campus editor

Construction on Booth Library’s south entrance
and the University Food Court west entrance have
experienced continued delays, but now any specific finishing dates for both projects are unknown.
When contacted about the opening date of the
food court entrance, which was supposed be Jan. 28,
neither Steve Shrake, director of the physical plant, nor
the contractor, Bob Berns of Johnco Construction,
Inc., could provide an answer.
Mark Hudson, director of housing and dining, said
he expects the food court entrance to open within a
30-day time period. The original date was postponed
after a cold snap prevented crews from working on the
outside structures.
Elevators in the area are not finished yet and the
overhead awning to the west entrance still needs paint
and exterior stucco, Carol Strode, director of facilities
planning and management, said.
The Booth Library contractor, Tim Erickson of
William Bros., could not be reached for comment
about the opening date of the south entrance and
Shrake also could not give an opening date.
The entrance was delayed several times after the
contractors did not deliver entrance steps on time. A
date of April 18 was set, but the entrance still has not
opened.
Jeff Cooley, vice president for business affairs, said
he suspected the opening would be “very, very soon,”
but could not give a definite date.
Crews have finished the stairs and the carpeting in
the entrance. The opening may be contingent on
whenever they finish painting the rails, Cooley said.
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CAA to elect new chair, Unifest to have fashion show,dance
vice chair at meeting
By Caitlin Prendergast
Activities editor

By Meredith Long
Staff writer

The Council on Academic Affairs will
elect its council officers for the 2002-2003
academic year on Thursday.
In addition to council elections, the council will also vote on a revision to psychology
course 4610, Advanced Statistics in
Psychology.
Two one-year term positions, chair and
vice chair, will be available to current CAA
members. Terms will start during the first
meeting of the fall.
Current Chair Andrew Methven, associate biology professor, and Vice Chair Doug
Bock, speech communication professor, will
be eligible for re-election as well as the other
current CAA members Nancy Marlow,
management and marketing professor;
Annette Samuels, assistant journalism professor; Larry Helsel, technology professor;
Jill Owen, physical education professor; and
Julie Dietz, associate health studies professor.

Methven said student members Justin
Brinkmeyer, a geography and technology
education major; Jessica Catto, a communication disorders and sciences major, and
Amanda Sartore, a political science major,
are also eligible for election.
Newly-elected council members James
Tidwell, journalism professor, and Pat
Fewell, professor of secondary education and
foundation, are not eligible for election,
Methven said.
After a member is nominated for either
position by another council member, the
council will vote on which nomination to
accept.
The proposed revision to psychology
4610 adds a lab component and changes the
course description. The proposed course
includes explicit description of the computer
component and more accurately describes
the range of issues covered in the course.
The CAA will meet at 2 p.m. Thursday
in the Arcola/Tuscola Room of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.

got boxes?
Come to Student Publications

A fashion show, a dance review and a wellknown comedian will be the main events at the
Second Annual Multicultural Unifest Thursday
and Friday nights.
The festival, sponsored by the Black Student
Union along with various other campus organizations, will open its doors at 6 p.m. Thursday in
the Grand Ballroom of the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union for the “Fashion and Dance
Showout.”
The “Fashion and Dance Showout” will feature an urban fashion show sponsored by Roca
Wear and other local retailers, said Monique
Cook-Bey, assistant director of student life.
Free CDs, key chains, posters and coupons
for discounts on clothes modeled in the show
will be among the surprises at the event. Among
the student models for the show include Alison
Mormino, student body president elect, and Yve
Williams, student vice president for student
affairs, Cook-Bey said.
Special EFX, a dance group from
Champaign and Naturally 7, an a capella R&B
group, will perform.
“Naturally 7 combine hip hop, gospel and

Tan
Lines
345-5666
Buy A Bottle of Lotion & Get A Free Tan That Day
$5 off any unlimited tanning packages
Need Money To Fix That Old Car?

75¢ per box

Ad Ve R T iS e

Get ‘em while they last!

AD VE TI SE
R
IN THE
DE N

Thursday @
Every Thursday

Ladies Night
Miller Lite
Sp. Export Lt
Old Style

$1.25
Pints

Amaretto
Stone
Sours &
Fuzzy
Navels

Buttery
Nipples

75¢
$1.00

Foosball
Tournament
8:30

Mothers

Bacardi Pardi

Limon, O ,Silver ONLY $2
$2 22oz Big Bottles
$1.25 Drinks
$1.25 Bottles

BACK?

Carpet Cleaning
1019 Madison Ave

348-0745

DJ Chris keeps the party going all night long!

Come Study With Us!

Show your Eastern ID and get
15% off through April
235-BEAN
We are located at the corner of 17th
and Charleston Ave in Mattoon
Just 3 miles past interstate on Rt 16

Brew
n'
view

Concert Series
DVD’s, 61” Sony

$1.00
$1.00

SKYY
BLUE
Bacardi
Silver

Check out the New
Atmoshere!

Thursday Night
$1.50 Bottles
$1.50 Well Drinks
$3.00 Pitchers
Karaoke from 10pm-1am

Let us clean
your carpets.

Big Jake’s

Thursday

JERRY’S PUB

WANT YOUR

Security Deposit

R&B into their music, and they use their voices
as instruments,” Cook-Bey said.
The hosts for Thursday’s events are Nasticks
and Binks, two well-known entertainers from
Chicago.
Cook-Bey said the festival, which costs $5 on
Thursday night, drew a large crowd last year,
and she encourages everyone to get to the
Grand Ballroom early.
“We don’t sell advance tickets,” she said.
“Last year, there were people standing against
the walls.”
The second part of the Unifest, called
“Comic View at EIU: Neo Soul Cafe,” will
begin at 7 p.m. Friday at the 7th Street
Underground in the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
Comedian B.Cole, who has been featured on
Def Comedy Jam and Comic View, will perform his comedy act with members of the Neo
Soul Cafe and Eastern’s own Freestyle Circle.
“They will freestyle rap and read poetry, and
there will be free giveaways and other surprises,”
Cook-Bey said.
Admission to the comedy show is $4, and a
free Union party to recognize graduates and celebrate diversity will follow in the University
Ballroom.

348-1479
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Help wanted

Help wanted

For rent

For rent

For rent

For rent

Female models for photography.
Apply at Maw & Paw’s Photos
after 5pm. 345-8615.
_______________________4/26
Delivery person and cook part
time. Apply in person after 4pm,
Pagliai’s Pizza, 1600 Lincoln,
Charleston.
_______________________4/26
Brian’s Place Nightclub and
Sports Bar needs part-time doorman and waitress. Apply in person
at 21st and Broadway, Mattoon.
_______________________4/26
Daytime sitter needed for infant &
4 year old. Beginning July thru
the school year. Must have local
references.
Early Childhood
Major preferred.
345-6457 for
details.
_______________________4/29
$250 a day potential bar tending.
Training provided 1-800-293-3985
ext. 539
_______________________4/29
COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS is
now hiring Painters & Job Site
Managers for the summer. NO
experience necessary. EARN $810/HR. Call 1-888-277-9787
www.collegepro.com
_______________________4/29
2 Bdrm, $350 month, water/trash
included. That’s only $175 per
person. 1408 14th St. 348-7698 lv
message
_______________________4/30
GOLD’S GYM ORLAND PARK, IL
IS LOOKING FOR AEROBIC
AND
CARDIO-KICKBOXING
INSTRUCTORS
TO
JUMP
START SUMMER PROGRAM CONTACT ANGELA AND JIM
(708) 429-5438
_______________________4/30
Delivery person & cook PT.
Apply in person after 4pm,
Pagliai’s Pizza, 1600 Lincoln,
Charleston
_______________________4/30
Student volunteers needed for
International Student Orientation.
Any day August 16-23. Call Angie
348-0301.
_______________________4/30

Roofing assistant. Summer work.
Requires a good work ethic, physical
labor, and heavy lifting. 348-7000.
_______________________4/30
Stop asking your parents for money!
Get a job with WESTAFF in partnership with MCLEOD USA. Currently
hiring team players & sales-oriented
individuals. Must be available 5-9pm
Mon-Fri. $9/hr plus incentives.
WESTAFF Staff for business. Jobs
for people.. 217-345-1303. eoe m/f/h/v
_________________________00
Get a jump start on your summer job!
Call WESTAFF In partnership with
RUFFALO CODY. Currently hiring part
time telemarketers. Work up to
40hrs/wk over summer! Flexible scheduling between 4-11pm Sun-Thu.
WESTAFF Staff for business. Jobs for
people. 217-345-1303. eoe m/f/h/v
_________________________00

1 person looking for a roomy apt? Try
this 2BR priced for one @ $350/mo.
Cable TV and water incl. 345-4489,
Wood Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor.
_______________________4/29
BARGAIN APTS. for 1, 2 or 3 residents. Private bedrooms, starting
at $133.34/person. Semester payment discounts. 345-4489, Wood
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor.
_______________________4/29
BRITTANY RIDGE TOWNHOUSESSOME NEW CARPET & VINYL. Great
floor plan, 3&4 BR, deck, central a/c,
washer/dryer, dishwasher, 2 1/2 baths.
From $188-$251/person. 345-4489,
Wood Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor.
_______________________4/29
Faculty, staff, grad student. Apts
for 1 person, close to EIU.
Available starting May thru Aug.
$325-350. 345-4489, Wood
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor.
_______________________4/29
2BR money saver @ $190/person. Cable & water incl. Don’t
miss it. 345-4489, Wood Rentals,
Jim Wood, Realtor.
_______________________4/29
Apt. for Rent 2 BR. C/A. 1 BLK
from campus. Call 345-9636.
_______________________4/29
Available for Fall, 4 bedroom. home,
$700 a month, 348-8131 Joe or Chris.
_______________________4/29
2BR Apts on square, partially furnished.
Discount rents with
extended leases includes water.
Call 345-4336.
_______________________4/29
4 Bedroom House Close to
Campus with W/D, $200/month
each. 10 month lease. No pets.
345-9670
_______________________4/30
2 BR, 2 bath, Washer/Dryer, Furn
Apt, Close to campus. 345-9267
_______________________4/30
5 BR house, W/D call 345-7993 or
348-1232
_______________________4/30
On campus apartments behind EIU
police dept. available fall 2002. 1812
9th St. 3 BR 1 bath, 4 BR 2 bath. Extra
clean and nice, new W/D, furnished,
trash paid, NO PETS, parking lot,
locally owned. 12 month leases.
Please leave a message. 348-0673
_______________________4/30
Apartment for rent. $310/month.
Partially furnished, water and
trash included. 348-1234
_______________________4/30
4 Bedroom Apt. Church renovated
in 1998, 2 blocks from campus.
Hardwood floors, Tin ceilings, balcony, off street parking. $285
month each. 348-7702.
_______________________4/30
3 BR House. 11 month lease.
$260/month + utilities. A/C, parking, trash paid. 1st time rental.
Close to EIU. Call Brian 3451402.
_______________________4/30

NICE 6 BR, 2 BATH, Furnished
House, 2 Blocks from EIU,
Parking & Trash paid. $235/mo,
Share utilities, 10 mo. lease. No
pets. 348-8994
_______________________4/30
UNIQUE 2 BR Furnished Apt.
A/C. Parking & Trash paid.
$210/mo, Share Utilities. 10 mo
lease. No pets. 348-8994
_______________________4/30
3-4 BR house, semi-furnished,
A/C, 2 BA, trash paid, no pets.
$245/person/month. 345-0922
_______________________4/30
2 Fall rental homes 4/5 BR, 5 BR,
with 2 baths. W/D, A/C, trash paid.
Within 2 blocks of campus 3453253
_______________________4/30
House for 4 or 5 girls. W/D central
A/C, 2 baths. Trash Paid.
Furnished if requested. Close to
campus 345-3253
_______________________4/30
2 bedroom apt. Furnished. Water
& trash included. 4 blocks from
EIU. Pets welcome. $400/mo.
317-6743
_______________________4/30
STORAGE, MANY SIZES. $35-75
A MONTH. CALL 345-7286.
_______________________4/30
Fall Rentals. New 4 Bedroom
duplex. 3 blocks from campus.
1800 12th st., and 5 bedroom
house, 1204 Garfield.
_______________________4/30
Female renters needed for private
1, 2, and 3 bdrm apts. Very
unique, cathedral ceilings, sundeck, antique floors, too much to
list. 348-0819 (leave message).
_______________________4/30
2 Female tenants needed for
summer. 2 bdrm penthouse apt.
overlooking historical down town
Charleston. Trash, water, off
street parking, A/C, private sundeck. Call 348-0819 (leave message).
_______________________4/30
Nice 3 bedroom apt 1 block north
of Dominoes w/p $235/per person. 345-1521
_______________________4/30
House across from Old Main.
Free parking! 3 large bdrms.
Furnished. 3-4 students. 3488406.
_______________________4/30
Only 4 units left. 3, 3 bdrm, 1 , 4
bdrm. Reduced Rates lease and
security required No pets. 3488375
_______________________4/30
BRAND NEW!! Large 4 BR, 2 BA
Apts. DSL & Digital cable ready.
Rent as low as $225/person. Call
about signing special. 348-1067
_________________________00
AS LOW AS $200/EACH. 2 BR
APTS. LOW UTILITIES 10
MONTH LEASES. 345-5048
_________________________00

4 BR house @ 1218 Division. Across
the street from Morton Park. $220/mo.
Day: 235-3373, Evening: 348-5427
_________________________00
3 BDRM DUPLEX, AVAILABLE
AUGUST. 2 BLOCKS FROM
CAMPUS,
WASHER
AND
DRYER INCLUDED. IF YOU
WANT NEW, NICE AND CLEAN
LIVING CALL 348-1067.
_________________________00
ALL GALS: Very clean, 2 BR furnished apt. Water, trash, laundry
room, all included for $260/mo. on the
corner, 111 2nd st. Right next to park.
Day: 235-3373, Evening: 348-5427
_________________________00
The ultimate large new 3 bedroom
apartment. 1/2 block from Old
Main. $300 each per month.
Must see! 820 Lincoln Ph. 3487746
_________________________00
2 BR apt. Newly remodeled, furnished, air, laundry, close to campus, trash and water included.
$235/student. Fast Internet DSL
included. $245/person. No pets.
call 317-3085 or 235-0405
_________________________00
Mini-storage for rent. As low as
$30/mo and up. Call 348-7746
_________________________00
Sleep in and walk to Buzzard from
2020 10th st. Only 3 2BR Apts
left. Lincoln wood Pinetree
Apartments. 345-6000.
_________________________00
Nice, newly remodeled 3 bedroom
apartments. Rent as low as
$250/person. Furnished. Super
low utilities. 345-5022
_________________________00

A 3 BR Duplex Apt. W/D, water
and trash included. $225 each, 3
people. Available June 1st. Not
close to campus. 232-0656.
_________________________00
Leasing for Fall 2002. Several 1
bedroom apts, efficiency apts and
a 3 bedroom house all within
walking distance to Eastern. Call
348-0006
_________________________00
1 BR apt. furnished/unfurnished.
4 location. 1041 7th St., 9361 4th
St., 4061/2 6th St., 1542 4th
Street. $350-$500/mo. No pets
345-7286
_________________________00
Away from campus, 2 BR furnished/unfurnished. Very nice,
spacious, 106 W Jackson, 124
5th, 210 6th, no pets, 3457286.
_________________________00
2 BR furnished/unfurnished apt.
Great location, laundry, all electric, a/c, off street parking.
1041 7th St., no pets, 3457286.
_________________________00
2 BR unfurnished apt, very nice,
all electric, a/c, off street parking,
1530 1st. No pets 345-7286.
_________________________00
3 BR furnished apts, a/c, very
nice, 1051 7th St & 406 1/2 6th St.
Parking, no pets, 345-7286.
_________________________00
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS: 2
BR
townhouse
apartment.
Furnished. Trash pick-up included. 2 blocks from campus. Call
348-0350
_________________________00

2 Month, 4
Month and
9 Month Lease
Female Housemates
1808 S. 9th St.
Single & Shared Rooms
Cross Alley to MLK Union
& Health Clinic
All Utilities Included!
“2 Telephone Lines”
Cable TV, D/W, W/D
3.5 Baths
2 Frig & Extra Freezer
Completely Furnished
Off Street Parking by
Campus Police Dept.
Local Landlord Owner
Dan 345-3273

$750 Reward
Find me 5 qualified
Renters for this
house!

5 Bedroom
2 Bath
1020 1st
Street
1 Block North of
Morton Park
W / D / AC
Off-Street Parking
Attached Garage
Dan @ 345-3273

For rent
Oldetowne Apts. 1,2,3 bedroom apts.
All apartment close to campus. 3456533 (OLDE).
_______________________4/26
Efficiency Apartment Available
Aug 15 $340/month includes all
utilities. Close to campus, off
street parking, carpeted, air conditioned. 1 yr lease. No pets. No
smoking. 345-3232, Days.
_______________________4/26
4 BR house near campus. W/D
included. $250/month. 348-0712.
_______________________4/26
WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR?
2BR, 1/2 block to EIU, low util,
cable
paid,
free
parking,
$230/person. 345-4489, Wood
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor.
_______________________4/29
1BR apts for 1 from $250/month. Lists
at 1512 A Street. 345-4489, Wood
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor.
_______________________4/29
2BR apts near Buzzard. $460/12
months, water incl. Low utilities, A/C, coin
laundry, ample parking. 345-4489,
Wood Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor.
_______________________4/29

Summer Sublessor

needed!

Fully furnished
apartment
9th St across
from Buzzard

RATES

NEGOTIABLE!
Call 348-0157
for more info.

1 & 2 Bedroom
Apts Available
Newly Remodeled

Kitchen, Bedroom, Bathroom, Skylights,
Dishwasher

DSL Capable

Across from Buzzard

Call 348-0157
for more info.

RESIDENCE HALL ASSOCIATION. Campus Perk tonight
from 8pm to midnight in Thomas Hall Basement. This is the
last perk of the school year. Open mic tonight from 9:30 to
midnight. Come sing, play an instrument, or tell jokes!
INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS. International Tea today
from 2-4 pm in Grand Ballroom. All are welcome!
DELTA ZETA. Risk Management Program by Rick Barnes
tonight at 7pm in Lumpkin Auditorium. Come and listen to
an excellent speaker talk about a common-sense take on risk
management for today’s Greeks.
ROTC Aviation Ops April 25, 2002 @1530 Tarble Arts
Field BDU’s, dog tags, ID card.
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for any
non-profit, campus organizational event. No parties or fundraising activities and
events will be printed. All clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern News
office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF EVENT. Example: an
event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON
by Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday, Saturday, or Sunday events.)
Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT be published. No clips will be
taken by phone. Any clip that is illegible or contains conflicting information WILL
NOT BE RUN. Clips may be edited for available space.

Crossword Edited by Will Shortz
ACROSS
1 Sphere
6 Embargoed land
10 One of a multiple
birth
14 Da Gama’s destination
15 Addict
16 Take apart
17 Junípero Serra,
for one
19 9 to 5, maybe
20 Not be up-todate
21 V-J Day pres.
22 Street hustler’s
game
24 Classic examples
27 Before the bell

30 Pack
31 Russian capital
34 Lenore’s creator
35 Prominent grocery chain
38 “Spy Game” star
40 He was in the
rag trade
42 Article lead-in
44 Get-up-and-go
45 Ripple maker
46 Sell for
48 Outside opening?
52 Word on an invitation
54 Place to plug a
new book,
maybe
57 Monitor’s side

ANSWER TO TODAY’S PUZZLE
R E A L
I N D I
F R A N
L A G
E P I T
S T O W
I
S C
D A T E
O A R
W H E R
N O
R U G S
A N T I
J O H N

G A
O T
L I
F E
E
R T
K
O
S

M
C U B A
A
U S E R
C I S C A N
H S T
M O N
O M E S
E
R U B L E
B R A D
T J O P L
N E
P E
T C H
T A L K
H
L E E
E Y L I M
L E O
P
L A W
T

Q U A D
U N D O
O D D S
T E
A R L Y
P O E
P I T T
I N
P
E C T O
S H O W
O Y L
E P I E
R I N T
A N G S

My, how time flies.
The semester’s almost over. Finals are coming.
Rentals for 1-5 persons - Call now: 345-4489

CampusClips

60 57-Across
opposer
61 “Thimble
Theater” name
62 Hairpieces
64 Custardlike
dessert
67 Nay sayer
68 Stick on the
table
69 Not stick to the
script?
70 W.C.
71 Popular side
72 Zippy flavors

1

2

No. 0314
3

5

6

17

9

10

25

36

37

40

13

28

29

50

51

23

26
31

35

12

19
22

30

11

16

21

24

27
32

33

34

38

39

41

43

44

45

46

47

53
57

62

8

18

20

42

7

15

52

DOWN
1 Biathlon
weapons
2 Captivated
3 Slow movement
4 Architect Maya
___
5 Hardly wimpy
6 Scalper’s victim
7 Trojan initials
8 Radiant look
9 Cartoonist Peter
10 Affirmative
action concern
11 Support
12 Put on
13 Beehives and
buns
18 An end to sex?
23 Rib

4

14

63

54
58
64

59

48
55

49

56

60

61

65

66

67

68

69

70

71

72

Puzzle by Alan Arbesfeld

25 Now and again?
26 What “The StarSpangled
Banner” writer is
in this puzzle
28 It may be odd
29 Still
32 Buddy
33 Finnic language
36 Sunday driver?
37 Play to ___

39 Vocal cords,
informally
40 Muscularity
41 Blast maker
42 Average name
43 “That’s nice!”
47 Revere
49 Penner of polonaises
50 Trifling
51 Barn fledglings
53 Pitcher’s bagful

55 Wahine’s gift
56 Neat as a pin
58 Refs’ calls, for
short
59 Extreme torment
62 Rule, in India
63 Start of a
Spanish count
65 Indeed
66 Coldwell Banker
competitor
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Nimtz
from Page 1

“Officer Mitchell shone his flashlight in
front of my wheelchair and walked us back,”
Nimtz said. Mitchell had promised Nimtz he
would be there to see her graduate.
The University Police Department and
the Charleston Fire Department, which was
also the emergency service, were helpful to
Nimtz while she attended.
Although Nimtz loved Eastern, she had
several difficult times. Anytime she fell, no
one was allowed to help her. The paramedics
had to be called every time.
Nimtz said that the sidewalks were awful
in her first few years at Eastern.
“I have gotten minor whiplash twice.
They need to continue to work on the sidewalks,” Nimtz said.
While at Eastern, she would talk to the
administration about making Eastern a more
handicapped-accessible place. Nimtz was persistent about making her voice heard for herself and on the behalf of other handicapped
students.
“Eastern doesn’t have a large number of
handicapped students, so I was patient about
them getting stuff done,” Nimtz said.
As she continued her higher education,
Nimtz found herself in the hospital more
often then at school.
“I finally had to stop attending. I remember that I just cried and cried about it. I

thought I was giving up on my dream entirely,” Nimtz said.
Nimtz would not allow herself to be discouraged. Her parents, both teachers, had
instilled in her the desire to be a productive
member of society. She also felt that when she
graduated,she would have no regrets in her life.
“I would dream about my graduation day
like women dream of their wedding days,”
Nimtz said.
Nimtz had earned 94 credits by the time
she had to stop attending. She wasn’t able to
leave her house, and she called Eastern to ask
what she could do.
Nimtz was able to finish the rest of her
courses online.
On May 4 Nimtz’s dream will come true.
Representatives from the University Police
Department and the Charleston Fire
Department will be there to see her graduate.
Officer Mitchell will be there to shine his
flashlight for her.
After graduation, Nimtz will continue
with volunteer work. She wishes she could
work at Sarah Bush Lincoln Hospital, but
because she can’t leave her house, she calls
another very ill patient who can’t leave her
own house.
“I call and visit with her because she can’t
go out. Eventually I hope I can call more people and possibly get up to five people,” Nimtz
said.
Although Nimtz knows she will be unable
to use her diploma for a job, she is happy.
“Now I can be happy knowing I will have
no regrets in my life,” Nimtz said.

Davidson
from Page 1

Davidson, a sophomore
political science major,
defeated freshmen undeclared major Jeff Collier.
Davidson has previously
served
as
University
Development and Recycling
Committee chair.
“Bill will tell you how it is
from a students perspective,”
Student Body Presidentelect Alison Mormino said.
New student senate
members were also named

Cavanaugh
from Page 1
Anderson said, to further discuss
the prospect. Later in the meeting
the board will move to an executive session to discuss how to handle the situation.
Cavanaugh is currently
involved in another presidential
search at the University of West
Florida, Keith Goldschmidt,
UWF spokesperson, said.
Cavanaugh is one of three can-

along with new University
Board Chair Caleb Judy and
Vice Chair Ryan Rinchuiso.
Senate members who do
not attend at least one diversity-themed event will face
harsher penalties next fall.
Senate members now
must fill the diversity
requirement before midsemester, or face the equivalent of one senate absence.
Three
senate
meeting
absences result in expulsion
from senate.
“I know some people say
you shouldn’t force anybody,
but sometimes the government has to force people,”

said senate member Tim
Edwards. “Because if it wasn’t for desegregation or the
abolition of slavery, where
would I be now?”
The senate approved an
Apportionment Board recommendation to allocate
$14,841 to the Student
Recreation Center to fund
equipment and student payroll.
The senate agreed that
Campus
Recreation
Director Ken Baker did an
adequate job budgeting the
proposed allocation and that
he “made a dollar out of a
quarter.”

didates to interview for president
of the university of about 8,500
people. He visits their campus on
May 6 and 7 for interviews.
The other two candidates,
Philip Conn, vice chancellor for
special programs at the University
of Tennessee-Knoxville, and
Livingston Alexander, vice president for academic affairs at Kean
University, are still in the search.
“I am a finalist. The search is
ongoing,so contact with Eastern is
maintained. I assume the BOT
will make an announcement on

Monday,” Conn said.
Conn did not comment on
what conversations he has had
with Eastern.
Alexander was unavailable for
comment.
The search began last semester
when a search committee was
formed to review applications.
On February 27 and 28, offcampus interviews were held for
eight out of the 51 applicants.
From there,the three finalists were
chosen, Alexander, Conn and
Cavanaugh.
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For rent

For rent

Roommates

Roommates

Personals

Announcements

SEITSINGER. 2 BEDROOM
RENTAL HOUSE. 1402 10TH
STREET. COMPLETELY FURNISHED. INCLUDES WASHER/DRYER AND AIR CONDITIONING. ALL NEW FURNITURE
AND CARPET. 9 MONTH INDIVIDUAL LEASE. CALL 345-7136.
_________________________00
AVAILABLE JANUARY 2002:
LARGE 2 & 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS LOCATED NEXT TO
THE BUZZARD BUILDING.
RECENTLY RECARPETED. FOR
LEASING INFORMATION CALL
348-0157 OR 581-3681 or
www.lanmanproperties.com.
_________________________00
Lease NOW to July - AVAILABLE
FALL 2 Bedroom Unfurnished
Apartment. Stove, Refrig, A/C.
Trash paid. Two Adults $230 each
per month. 1305 18th Street. Call
348-7746.
_________________________00
AVAILABLE FALL - 2 Bedroom
Furnished & Unfurnished Apts.
Stove, Refrig, A/C, Trash paid.
Two
Adults
$230
each
Unfurnished/
$250
each
Furnished. 2001 S 12th Street.
Ph. 348-7746
_________________________00
For Rent 1,2, and 3 bedroom furnished apartments on campus.
Signing incentives. Call 348-1479
_________________________00
BELL RED DOOR APTS. 1,2, &
3 BEDROOM, OFF STREET
PARKING. NUMBER OF STUDENTS NEGOTIABLE, CITY
INSPECTED AND APPROVED.
OFFICE 345-1266 OR 3463161.
_________________________00
Avail 11/01- June 02: * Newly
remolded, 4 Bedroom house,
Central Air, Off-street parking.
Walking distance to EIU. 2765537
_________________________00
1 bedroom apt, 1 or 2 persons,
1542 4th st. excellent. condition, all electricity, c/a quiet,
reserve parking. No pets 3457286
_________________________00
2- Large 2 Bedroom Apts, furnished or unfurnished 904 7th St.
No pets. Call 345-7286.
_________________________00
Clean, comfortable house for 4
students. Near Old Main. 10 1/2
month lease. 348-8406.
_________________________00

2 bdrm furnished apt on the
square avail Aug 1st carpeted,
central air, dishwasher security
deposit $450/per month. 3454010.
_________________________00
Summer and next year, 1&2 BR apartments. Furnished, very large. Ideal for
couples. $350-450 per apartment. 743
6th st Call 581-7729(days) or 3456127(evenings)
_________________________00
2 BR House available August.
Carport, W/D hook-up. No pets.
$500 per month. 345-7286.
_________________________00
4 BR Apt Near EIU. Off-Street
Parking, Nearby Laundry, A/C,
Trash Incl. $250 each. Poteete
Property Rentals 345-5088.
_________________________00
Lincoln wood Pinetree Apartments
has 2 and 3 BR to fit your budget.
2 BR are $250-285. 3 BR are
$220-235. Individual 11 month
lease. 345-6000.
_________________________00
ROOMS FOR MEN IN MY
HOUSE. $175/mo. fall/spring (9month lease) or $275 (4-month
lease). Most util. incl. Kitchen privileges. 1403 7th. Diane, 345-7266
after 5 pm
_________________________00

ROOMMATE NEEDED ASAP for
August 2002 through the rest of the
year. $250 rent plus utilities. Must not
be allergic to cats! 345-9252
_______________________4/26
Roommate needed for awesome 3 br
apartment for 02-03. $300 a month plus
utilities located on 12st. Call 581-2381.
_______________________4/30
Roommate needed ASAP for
2002/2003 school year. Must find a
home soon for AUG. Call 348-0647,
ask for Mike.
_______________________4/30
ROOMMATE NEEDED ASAP FOR
FALL 2002. NICE HOUSE ON 1ST.
PLEASE CALL MEGAN @ 581-3607.
_______________________4/26

Sublessors needed May through
August. 2 BR 1 1/2 Blocks from
Campus. $225. Call 345-0991.
_______________________4/30
Sublessor needed immediately.
Nice, quiet 1 bedroom apartment.
Trash, heat, water, parking paid.
$280/month. April 15- July 15.
549-0065.
_______________________4/30
2 bdrm available 5-5-02 clean and
close to campus will take b.o. Call
Carrie @ 345-1305.
_______________________4/30
Sublessors needed May 4- July. 3
Bedroom with AC. Parking included. Close to campus. 348-7598.
_______________________4/30
Female sublessor needed ASAP!
June ‘02 - June ‘03 or just ‘02-’03
school year. Will have own bedroom and bathroom, walking distance of EIU. Washer, dryer, and
dishwasher included! Call and ask
for Erin after 6pm 348-6244.
________________________5/3

Congratulations to Julie Ferguson
and Desiree Collado of SIGMA
KAPPA for being in the Top 10
Greek Women of the Year!
_______________________4/25
To Jacko: Have a great time this
weekend! I’ll miss you! Tau Love,
Nicole.
_______________________4/25
Delta Sigs: Thank you for giving
me the honor of being your
sweetheart. I love you guys!
Ann
_______________________4/25
Congratulations
to
Amy
Dolbeare of KAPPA DELTA on
getting engaged to Kevin
Houston. We are all so proud of
you!!
_______________________4/25
ANN LANDRETH of Alpha Sigma
Alpha, Congratulations on becoming the new Delta Sigma Phi
sweetheart! We are SO proud of
you!
_______________________4/25

I need 3 tickets to the 6pm graduation
ceremony. If you have extras please
call 581-6557. Thanks!
_______________________4/30
Students interested in applying to join
SONOR are encouraged to pick up a
membership application at The Health
Education Resource Center on the
3rd floor of the Student Services
Building.
_______________________4/26
$250 a night potential bartending. Training provided. 1-800293-3985 ext. 627
_______________________4/29
Motel Rooms available in
Charleston, for graduation. Call
217-942-5381, leave message.
_______________________4/29

Sublessors
Sublessor needed for large 1 bdrm.
apt. near Rec., Fully Furnished.
Available May 5th-August. 345-0932
_______________________4/30

DOONESBURY

A D V E RT I S E !
BY GARRY TRUDEAU

For sale
IBM APTIVA WIN998 PC. $300.
581-5931 or 345-9771 evenings.
_______________________4/25
FOR SALE! Excellent loft with
ladder, sofa, love seat, 19’’
Television. Prices negotiable. Call
Scott 581-3721
_______________________4/26
-’91 Toyota Corolla $1300., -’02 Harley
Davidson
Fatboy
motorcycle
$15,000(0 miles), -’02 Ford Harley
Davidson(0 miles) F150 Special
Limited Edition.Please contact Erika
@ 581-7436 or 649-7851
_______________________4/30
Giant and Haro Bikes, Kiwi Kayaks
and Acces. at “OAKLEY’S” in
Mattoon. 234-7637 open Tues.-Sat.
_______________________4/30

For rent
Female, nonsmoker looking to
share house/apartment. Fall’02Spring’03. Call Kat 581-3078
_______________________4/26

MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

BY MIKE PETERS
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“I would say he’s in the top two of
the quarterbacks that I’ve seen come
through here,” said Panther head
football coach Bob Spoo, who has
been at the helm since 1987. “The
other quarterback at his level would
be Mike Simpson (1996-97). He
had an extraordinary pass completion percentage. I’d like to see Tony
get at that level.”
But the marriage between Romo
and Eastern almost failed to make it
to the altar.
“When I first saw him I didn’t
think he was going to be as successful as he was,” Spoo said. “I poohpoohed recruiting him. Beauty is in
the eye of the beholder – I didn’t
think he was a beauty at that point,
but I sure do now.”
Spoo said it was offensive coordinator Roy Wittke, a Wisconsin
native, who insisted further pursuit
of Romo.
Wittke’s mother gave her son the
tip on Romo after seeing an article
about him in the local newspaper.
Romo went on to complete 58
percent of his passes for 2,583 yards,
27 touchdowns and only 12 interceptions in his sophomore year.
He was quick to prove that the
2000 campaign wasn’t a flash in the
pan.

The Daily Eastern News

In the season opener against Indiana
State, Romo completed all of his 16
passes thrown for 240 yards and
three TDs.
“It was funny because the day
before I had just watched ‘For the
Love of the Game’,” Romo said.
“Kevin Costner’s character throws a
perfect game and while he’s in the
game he has all these flashbacks.
While I was in the game I was having flashbacks to that movie and
thinking about how it was like a perfect game in baseball.”
Romo took the jump start and
went on to complete 138 of his 207
passes for 2,068 yards, 21 touchdowns and only six interceptions.
His efficiency rating of 158.27 was
the best in Division I-AA.
“We’re certainly not afraid to put
the ball in his hands and let him
make a play,” Spoo said. “That’s really what quarterbacking is about – it’s
about making plays.”
But Romo wasn’t anywhere near
the polished veteran he has become
over the last three years when he first
arrived at Eastern. In fact, he said he
wasn’t ready to play at the college
level.
“I don’t think I was ready to play
college football at first,” Romo said.
“I think I wasn’t very good at all, to
be honest.”
That’s because when he was at
Burlington High, football was a

I can’t think of anyone who’s
more gifted that I’ve had.
Steve Gerber,
Burlington (Wis.) High School head
football coach

”

bridesmaid to basketball and golf.
Romo was an all-state point guard
and held several school scoring
records. Romo said he has been
playing basketball for as long as he
could remember, but didn’t start
football until his junior year. He also
competed in the state golf tournament.
He also took up tennis for one
season, and was competitive in that
too.
“I can’t think of anyone who’s
more gifted that I’ve had,” Gerber
said. “He was even good at tennis,
but that didn’t work out, the season
conflicted with golf.”
But Romo said he felt he had
more room for improvement in
football and left the other sports
behind, although he toyed with the
idea of playing both basketball and
football at Eastern.
Initially, Romo was interested in
playing football at the University of
Wisconsin-Madison, but the coaching staff didn’t believe he’d fit into
their plans.

When Romo came to Eastern,
he made sure he would fit into the
team’s plans. He continued his
improvement by his persistent
throwing. He wouldn’t stop throwing the ball, whether it is in a friendly game of catch, or in a scrimmage.
Spoo said Romo would stay extra
hours after practice to take more
throws.
“You like to tell him to stop
throwing the ball, but he insists on
throwing it,” Spoo said. “It’s just
amazing. He’s got a really resilient
arm. I’m amazed that he hasn’t had
any serious arm problems, which
may be a factor in what happens to
him next year.”
But Romo isn’t concerned with
any of that.
He’s aware that he’s already
gained interest from some scouts.
He knows that he’ll likely be nominated for the Walter Payton award
again next year. He also knows he
has a good chance of being drafted
next season. He’ll be a prime candidate for OVC Offensive Player of
the Year again next year. Winning
that honor in three consecutive seasons is unprecedented.
Instead, he’s focused on winning
games.
“I think if we win next year all of
that will fall into place,” Romo said.
“It doesn’t really matter to me that
much about all the individual

awards, right now. I just want to
keep winning as a team, and then
everything else will come with that.”
It’s a maturity few quarterbacks
have, but it’s been with Romo since
high school.
“I think his real strength is his
demeanor on the field,” Spoo said.
“He doesn’t seem or appear to get
rattled. That’s always good for a
quarterback. Too many quarterbacks
panic in the pocket or they flush prematurely.”
Romo’s maturity might just be
contagious. On his trips back to
Burlington, Romo often visits his
high school and gives tips to the
younger players. One player is
Gerber’s son, who is in the market to
play quarterback at a D-II or D-III
school next fall.
“I always liked it when someone
came back,” Romo said. “Because it’s
someone who’s coming back from
where you want to go. So, I hope I
can do the same thing for them.”
Spoo said his lead-by-example
methods show the makings of a
good coach. But Romo said he
couldn’t see himself coaching.
“I think if I end up going on to
the next level, I don’t know that I’ll
go on and coach,” he said. “I think
that after my playing days are over,
I’ll just go out and play a bunch of
golf – if life were only that easy to
figure out.”

ΣΠ ΣΠ ΣΠ ΣΠ ΣΠ ΣΠ ΣΠ ΣΠ ΣΠ

The Men of Sigma Pi
Would Like to Commend It’s
Little Men Tuggers
And the Men of
Delta Chi Little Men Tugs Team
For Their Effort and Dedication
in Greek Week This Year.

ΣΠ ΣΠ ΣΠ ΣΠ ΣΠ ΣΠ ΣΠ ΣΠ ΣΠ

from Page 12
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Anticipating who will claim 2002 intramural softball season championship
ood morning, sports fans.Through
almost a month of rain soaked play, the
intramural titles are still up for grabs.
The intramural softball season has taken
many twists and turns this year with both the
rain and the introduction of the Hall and
Fraternity leagues, but one thing that has been
constant throughout the years has been the
superb play and competition.
Being out there for many games in the past
three years many things have changed from
organization, which is 100 times better nowadays, to the condition of the fields, which will
finally change in the next few years with the
construction of new intramural fields. (To be
honest I am tired of seeing someone smoke a

G

Liesen
from Page 12
“Like most players on the team,
Beth is very athletic,” Ballard said.
“She has exceptional quickness and
speed for her size.”
And while Liesen’s talent and
playing ability speaks for itself, it is
her personality that keeps her coach,
and teammates, talking after she
walks off the field.
“It’s been amazing. Everyone has
been able to develop a friendship
with her,” junior forward Terri
Manser said. “But even with her
super stardom, she’s remained down
to earth. She does her role, and has
the best attitude.
“She’s a genuine all-american athlete. I couldn’t say enough about her.”
And while some athletes take
two years or more to find their niche
in the team’s chemistry, Liesen has
been a steady contributor, starting in

ball and only getThe Shooter
ting a double
because the ball hit
a tree, or another
person.)
But what has
made this year a little more special is
that the players
have taken it upon
themselves to
make the league Anthony Braviere
the best it has Staff writer
e-mail: cuafb@pen.eiu.edu
been since I
have stepped
foot on this campus.

every game for two season - and
making a difference.
“Beth is special,” junior midfielder Cara LeMaster said. “She was
able to gel with us right away and
that does a lot for the team. She’s an
awesome person to get to know. Her
personality makes it easier to play
with her and to get along with her.”
With two years still ahead,
Liesen will begin her junior season
as one of four captains for the
Panthers. She will lead the threetime defending Ohio Valley
Conference champions with seniors
LeMaster, Manser and junior
Rebecca Traen.
“We lost seven seniors, so we’ll be
young, but hopefully we’ll be quick,”
Liesen said. “We’ll bring in fresh
legs. But it’s important for us to be
leaders.”
While Ballard attributes Liesen’s
leadership to her actions on the field
rather than a verbal role on the team,
her ability speaks louder than any-

In the past there have been some players
that have made it tough on the umpires, supervisors and other players to have any kind of
fun, but it just seems different this spring. This
is the first year where there have been minimal
instances of trash talking, or altercations.
With play ending Wednesday afternoon
rain permitting its time to make a few predictions, and while there are always some upsets
throughout the past few seasons there are
always two or three dominant teams in each
league that are the favorites, and this year has
been no different.
The most dominant probably being the
Rednecks, who to me seem like some good ol’
boys just out there to have some fun and win some

thing she could say.
“The ball stays on her foot well,
and she has developed a tremendous
touch with the ball,” Ballard said.
And her ability has forced other
teams to defend her.
“She’s going to have to prepare to
play at a higher level because teams
are putting two people on her,”
Ballard said.
But that will not stop her teammates from counting on her during
the game.
“She’s added an ultimate goal
scorer,” LeMaster said. “We always
know she will be there to put the
ball in the net.”
Liesen’s strength on the field has
been built on years of practice and
dedication to soccer. She has been
playing soccer since the age of 5, and
left high school with First Team AllState honors from the Chicago
Tribune.
“It’s been a lot of fun and a good
experience for me,” Liesen said. “I’ve

Advertise

good mindset for winning.
“I’m hoping we all come back with
good attitudes – winning attitudes. I
want another winning season. I don’t
want it all to go downhill from here.”
But with the success that Liesen
has had already, and the three other
teammates leading the team as captains, it will be hard for any opponent to stop the Panthers.
“Beth and the three other captains
have set (the NCAA tournament) as
their goal,” Ballard said. “What better
leaders could we have than Beth and
those three other captains?”
And while Liesen has already
earned recognition in her two years
at Eastern, her teammates only look
for it to continue.
“As far as collegiate, I’m sure she
can achieve every honor on the way
up,” Manser said. “She was
Freshman of the Year - she’ll be
Athlete of the Year too. I’m not sure
of her plans after college, but she
could go anywhere.”
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had a lot of good memories already.”
But her workload does not stop
with the end of the season. Liesen
has been working during the off-season and will continue this summer
in St. Louis.
“In the summer, I’m going to
continue to work hard by keeping
touches with the ball,” Liesen said.
“There’s a few of us who are going
to play Wednesday nights in a premier league in St. Louis.
“Hopefully there we’ll get good
touches so when we come back in the
fall, we’ll be right where we left off.”
Joining Liesen will be both
Manser and LeMaster, playing
once a week against other college
women.
And when the team returns in
the fall for another shot at the
NCAA tournament, the only thing
on Liesen’s mind will be winning.
“We need to continue to set our
goals high,” she said. “We can’t back
down from anything. We need a
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ball games, but they are not without competition.
The Troggolodytes, District 4 and Sigma Chi
all have the talent to sneak past the Rednecks in
the men’s league, but I really don’t see it happening because the Rednecks have too many players
that can swing the pole in their lineup. The
women’s league, for the most part seems to be
more cut and dry. It should be the Alpha Phi
squad hands down.They have been pounding
teams left and right, and much like that of the
Rednecks the offense looks too good for them to
lose in the late rounds of the playoffs.
No, its not the majors and the only thing
the champions will win is a T-shirt, but so
what the competition should be award
enough, and it seems like for these players it is.
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Panther Sports Calendar
Friday: M/W track at SIU-Edwardsville
Friday: Baseball at Ball State
Saturday: Softball at Austin Peay

A cut above the rest
Romo’s career on upswing
By Nate Bloomquist
Sports editor

Beth Liesen

Folks in Burlington, Wis., are still talking about
Tony Romo’s golf swing.
“He’s a helluva golfer,”
Burlington head football coach
Steve Gerber said. “He was also a
great basketball player here too
– he’s just a great all-around
athlete.”
But after playing
three sports at Burlington High School,
including golf, Romo opted to play football at Eastern. It was a decision that paid
off for Romo and the football team.
The marriage between the
Panthers and Romo is now three years
in the making and many accolades have
come Eastern’s way since he became a
part of the squad.
Romo was again named the
Ohio Valley Conference’s offensive
Player of the Year this season after
receiving that honor last year. He is
the 2002 Male Top Cat of the Year.
The Panthers had an equally
dominating performance this
season with a 6-0 showing in
the OVC and an 9-1 overall
mark before losing to
University of Northern
Page design/photo illustration
Iowa in the opening
By Nate Bloomquist
round of the Division
I-AA playoffs.

Tony Romo

See ROMO Page 10

2002 Daily Eastern News’
Male Top Cat Athlete of the Year

Romo produces results
Tale of the tape
Year:
Junior
Position: QB
Height: 6-3
Weight: 215
HS:
Burlington,
Wis.

Led Division I-AA in pass efficiency
Tenth in Walter Payton Award voting
3rd on Eastern’s all-time TD list
4th on Eastern’s all-time passing list
3-time OVC ‘Player of the Week’
2001-02 OVC ‘Player of the Year’
AP Third-Team All-American
Threw TD passes in 22 of 24 games
Threw 6 TDs in a game in 2001
First-team All-OVC in 2000 and 2001
Over 2,000 yards in back-to-back years

2002 Daily Eastern News’ Female
Top Cat Athlete of the Year

Liesen’s talent outweighs youth
By Kristin Rojek
Senior reporter

While Beth Liesen may appear to be an
average 5-foot-6-inch sophomore forward on
the women’s soccer team, her level of play has
marked her as one of the toughest opponents in
the Ohio Valley Conference.
“She’s the best player in the conference, and
all the coaches would agree with that,” head
coach Steve Ballard said.“She can play at the top
level.
“Beth represents all the women athletes at
Eastern.”
And Liesen’s top level on the field accounted
for nine game-winning goals for Eastern, combining for a total of 18 goals – in a single season.
That statistic alone led the OVC and ranked
seventh nationally.

Close but no cigar...
Here’s who had great seasons, but didn’t quite make our cut for Top Cat Athletes of the Year
Jason Bialka, senior distance runner
OVC Runner of the Year. Made a
second consecutive appearance at
NCAA championships. Fifth-place
regional finish. Broke EIU home
course record with a time of 24:39.
Won both the EIU Invite and the
OVC championship race.

Allison Kenny, junior swimmer
Kenny went 21-0 in the regular
season this year. She finished
the season with a win in the 50yard freestyle and a second
place finish in the 100-yard
freestyle – both were school
records.

Henry Domercant, junior forward
Domecant finished the season as
the nation’s No. 2 leading scorer
with an average of 26.4 points per
game. He is the OVC’s “Player of
the Year” and moved up to No. 3
on Eastern’s all-time scoring list
with 1,702 points.

Beth Martin, senior distance runner
Martin was named First Team AllOVC for cross country after finishing second in the conference
championship race with a time of
18:06. Won the EIU Invite with a
career-best 18:03. Leads the track
and field team in the steeplechase.

Jarrod Macklin, senior sprinter
Male Athlete of the Year indoors
after winning four events at the
OVC Indoor meet, including the
200-meter and 400-meter dashes.
Led the team to its fifth consecutive indoor title. Continues to lead
in outdoor season.

Pam O’Connor, sophomore center
O’Connor scored a career-high 26
points in back-to-back games, led
the team in scoring with 18 points
per game and field goal percentage (.605). Also led in rebounds
(142). The center was named to
the All-OVC Second team.

Derek Perry, senior forward
Perry was drafted by a major
league indoor soccer team after a
season in which he led the
Panthers in points with 31. He
scored 14 goals and three assists
with a shooting percentage of
.472.

Leslie Przekwas, senior mid. hitter
Przekwas made the All-OVC first
team for the second consecutive
year. She was second on the
team in kills, with 3.16 per game
and led the team in blocks with
1.09 per game.

“She’s a gift to Eastern Illinois,” Ballard said.
“You couldn’t ask for any more from a person as
a coach. We’re fortunate.”
In her two-year career, she has already been
named to the OVC First Team after being
named Player of the Week three times this season alone. Most recently, Liesen was named to
the Great Lakes Region Third Team.
“This year, it was all being in the right place
at the right time,” the Notre Dame High School
product said. “It was just capitalizing on the
team effort.”
And while all that came after earning
Freshman of the Year honors one season earlier
among other honors, the underclassman is The
Daily Eastern’s News’ choice for the Female Top
Cat Athlete of the Year.
See LIESEN Page 11

Liesen leads all
Tale of the tape
Year:
Sophomore
Position: Forward
Height: 5-6
HS:
Notre Dame

First Team All-OVC forward
Ohio Valley All-Tournament team
Led OVC with 18 goals (7th in nation)
Ranks 7th nationally with 41 points
Season-record 9 game-winning goals
Ranks third all-time in goals with 33
Ranks third all-time in points with 74
Leads team with 74 shots taken
Named to Great Lakes Region Third Team
Averages 2.05 points per game
Started in all 20 games

